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ABSTRACT 

External institutions are essential for enabling 
farmers and communities to gain livelihoods in a 
sustainable way, in regard of sustainable agricul
ture and rural development (SARD). Therefore it 
is important to investigate it from an important 
entry point which is local groups (LOs) and insti
tutions and its relationship with such external in
stitutions, because these local groups are essential 
in achieving sustainable agriculture and improving 
peoples livelihoods. Besides external institutions 
can play an important role in enhancing and main
streaming these local groups and institutions either 
on the local level or international level. 

The research was divided into two phases: 
first, the screening phase to select 3 or 4 signifi
cant stories through certain criteria, second phase 
an in-depth study of this selected significant story 
which mostly fit with the criteria. Though, the 
research was conducted with a water users asso
ciation on East Seila canal formed through the 
Institutional and Social Innovations in Irrigation 
Mediterranean Management Project (ISllMM) 
which played an important role with them. Vari
ous methodologies and participatory tools were 
used such as: personal interviews, meetings, re

source mapping, Venn diagram, seasonal and crop 
calendar. 

The main research findings are: water user as
sociation (WUA) - the selected significant story
is mainly engaged in agriculture, deals with con
servation of natural resources, particularly water 
management, it had positive impact in improving 
people's livelihoods, as productivity and income 
increased i.e. wheat average productivity reached 
15 "Ardab" (I Ardab wheat = ISO kg) sold at a 
price of L. E.175 for 152 kg weight to the govern
ment, while sold to merchants with L.E. 190 for 
172 kg weight, and cotton reached 7 "Kentar" (I 
Kentar cotton = 157.5 kg) sold at price of L.E. 
500-550 (weight 157.5 kg) for both government 
and merchants, besides new crops were cultivated 
such as sugar beet; regarding gender there was no 
any female members. Further, some fallow lands 
were cultivated and conflicts among farmers on 
irrigation priorities were reduced. The relation
ships with relevant external institutions are strong, 
but WUN,still need more legitimacy and more 
interaction witb other farmers and relevant au
thorities. 

They face some technical problems such as: 
broken vents, instability of water level, violations 
on the path way, also financial problems such as: 
shortage of financial resources, and lack of knowl
edge about how to develop their financial re
sources, lack of training on water management, 
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beside institutional problems such as: low legal 
status and legitimacy to address any personnel, 
incomplete relationship between the WUA and 
irrigation authorities, and no place for the associa
tion for meetings, many farmers still don't know 
the WUA. Additionally there are some social 
problems that lead to technical problems and 
breaking the vents such as heritage problems 
among families. 

Nevertheless, no doubt that the project played 
an	 important role with such local group and en
hanced them to solve their own problems and 
achieve positive impacts, whether technical, social 
or institutional in such short period. Hence, WUA 
can contribute more effectively not only on local 
level, but also at national level. Therefore, it is 
recommended to extend the project or provide any 
other means to help WUA; specially they are 
newly formed and need more training in various 
issues so they can be sustained and self-reliant. 

• INTRODUCTION 

People are the core of any successful sustain
able agriculture rural development (SARD), as 
people are the goal and target in same time. SARD 
is from and to people, that means their participa
tion is essential and vital in all stages of the whole 
process since setting their priorities and needs 
.until forming relevant policies and decision mak
ing. 

Sustainable livelihoods is putting "people" at 
the centre of development, a livelihood comprises 
the capabilities, assets (including both material 
and social resources) and activities required for a 
means of living. So a livelihood is sustained when 
it can cope with and recover from stresses, shocks 
and maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets 
currently and in the future, while not undermining 
the natural resource base. 

Rural development organizations are the brain 
of human beings as they are the dynamics, plan
ners, and orient all rural people livelihoods, also 
responsible and lead change movements and de
velopment. Sustainable agriculture (SA) cannot 
succeed without the full participation and collec
tive action of rural people. The success of SA de
pends not just on motivations, skills and knowl
edge of individual· farmers, but also on "action" 
taken by local groups or communities. 

Local institutions are effective because they 
'permit us to carryon our daily lives with a mini
mum of repetition and costly negotiation'. 

Therefore, groups are commonly formed to 
take charge of a new activity and/or manage a new 
resource, such as water users' associations for 
irrigation, credit groups for loans and so on. But 
such local groups do adapt and change their roles 
and responsibilities as internal and external condi
tions change. Accordingly, this research is mainly 
concerned with exploring and investigating the 
role and approaches of external institutions in 
supporting sustainable livelihoods in agriculture 
and rural development (SLARD) processes. 

As external institutions are essential for ena
bling farmers and communities to gain livelihoods 
in a sustainable way, therefore it is vital and 
worthwhile to investigate it from an important 
entry point which is local groups and institutions 
and its relationship with such external institutions 
(governmental, international & NGOs), because 
these local groups are essential and cruc1'a1 in 
achieving sustainable agriculture and improving 
peoples livelihoods. Besides external institutions 
can play an important role in enhancing and main
streaming these local groups and institutions either 
on the local level or international level. 

1. Research Objectives 

The general objective of this research is to 
collect and validate information about WUA in 
"SeiJa" area, "Fayoum" governorate. In order to 
achieve that the following specilic objectives 
were determined: 

•	 Investigate the WUA (formation, roles
 
.. etc.)
 

•	 Identify its relationship with external insti

tutions.
 

•	 Identify their problems and needs. 

•	 Investigate other farmers' opinion about
 
the WUA.
 

·2. Guiding Concepts 
',

Many concepts guided this research and com
bining them together was important but also diffi
cult because they· all are somehow connected to 
each other and integral. As the research main ob
jective mainly tackles SLARD through investigat
ing the role of external institutions from the local 
groups' point of view, therefore the following 
concepts represented important milestones in this 
research: the livelihood approach, sustainability, 
sustainable development, rural development, sus ---' . 
tainable agriculture and rural development. 
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3. Territorial Description 

The research was carried out in one of Egypt's 
_	 Middle governorates, which is Fayoum, in Seila 

village and following is..a description of the gov
ernorate in general and the specific studied area in 
particular. 

3.1. Reasons of selecting this area 

Fayoum is one of the pioneer governorates in 
implementing water management projects from a 
long time especially by Dutch agencies, as it 
represents a unique geographical area and special 
irrigation system as shown below. Besides WUAs 
took place first in this governorate. 

3.2. Fayoum Governorate as a Regional Basin 

Fayoum governorate is located 97Kms south 
Cairo. The total area of Fayoum is 6068.7 Km2

; 

inhabited area is only 1849.64 Km2
, representing 

nearly 3 I% of the total area. Fayoum is sur
rounded by desert from three sides (north, west 
and south) adjacent to "Beni Suef" governorate 
east, therefore, it is a green oasis located in north 
of the western desert south Cairo. Fayoum has a 
very specific nature because of its geographical 
and topographical characteristics as a depression 
and its closed drainage system and the altitude of 
about 60 m ~e!'ov; sba.

3.3. Studied area (Seila) 

Seila canal area serves about 10040 feddans 
(Ihectar = 2.38 feddans) distributed among five 
main (mother) villages with tneir satellites. They 
all belong to the same district (markaz) but' five 
different local units. This adds to the complexity 
of the irrigators in the area. 

3.3.1. Seila Canal 

Seila canal is fed from Wahoy canal through a 
huge gate, which was built a century ago. It is 
regularly maintained 'every 5y'ears. New systems 
for improvement of irrigation and drainage are 
applied. Most of the irrigation vents were broken 
and repaired by bricks, bui now they have been 
reviewed under the Minis'try Of Irrigation im
provement plans. There are S Branch (Secondary) 
Canals fed by Seila primary canal. They are: Seila 
Sharqi, Seila Garbi, Seila Qebli, Hayar, Roda, 
Gafada, Ausia, and Hariq. . 

3.3.2. Agricultural economy 

The total cultivated area in Fayoum district 
(markaz), where Seila is located, is 78020 feddans. 
The cropping area is 181622 feddans, the area 
vultivated with traditional crops and vegetables is 
)4883 feddans, area of fruits is 3968 feddans, 
aromatic and medical plants 447 fed dans, area of 
nurseries is only 11 feddans, and area of palm 
dates is 196 feddans. 

The main features of agriculture in Seila area 
are: 

Soil is sandy and yellow light soil, main sum
mer crops are: rice, cotton, maize, sorghum, ses
ame and sunflower, while main winter crops are: 
wheat, berseem and beans. Most of the lands suf
fer from salinity and small part of it has sur-face 
(tile) drainage system, fresh irrigation water is 
mixed with drainage water in the main canal. 
Farmers use water wheels and pumps because the 
level of some lands are higher than the cana/level, 
over quote planting of rice is widespread, most of 
the vents are broken, farmers suffer from desalting 
(mechanical cleaning) in many locations along 
some canals, most of the houses built along water 
canals discharge their solid and liquid wastes in 
these canals. 

3.3.3. Hydrology 

Seila primary canal, which is fed directly by 
Wahby canal, through an iron gate, is under the 
management of the district eflgineer of Seila. Wa
ter is distributed to the farms through vents, or off 
takes, which control the amount of water to be 
allocated to served area. Water allocated to each 
farm is determined by the l;llJ1ount of time flow, 
which is directed to each specific farm. The re
sponsibility of the irrigation authority is to insure 
the level of water in the canal, while the distribu
tion of the allocated water is fully the responsibil
ity of water users according to the Motarfa system, 
New systems of drainage, such as the tile (sub
surface) drainage, have had their impacts on the 
available levels of irrigation water and the kind of 
cultivated crops. 

The amount of water is estimated according to 
the following formula 

•	 Weekly time period for irrigation per feddan 
(per hour/or minute) =168 (the total hours of 
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the week) / the served area (by feddan). Areas 
served by vents are also varied. A relatively 
large number of vents (40 vents) are serving 
relativelysmalJ areas (up to 50 feddan), com
pared with relatively small number of vents (4 
vents) are serving relatively large areas (more 
than 300 feddan). 

3.3.4. Land use 

The main utilization of land in the Seila is for 
agricultural purposes. The majority of land hold
ings in the area are relatively small. About 89% 
are holding up to 5 feddans, compared with less 
than 1% holding 50 feddans and above. 

Seila area incillde~ 5 main villages, namely: 
Seila, Al-Salhaia, Ai-Robeiat, AI-Basuneia, and 
AI-Makatla. There are 55 satellite villages (ezbas 
or hamlets) affiliated to these 5 villages. 

3.3.5. Water Users Associations 

There are 102 Water Users Associations in 
Seila, about one half of these associations (47%) 
involve less than 15 male members and about 38% 
involve from 15 to 44 male members. Number of 
female members in these associations is relatively 
small, more than one half of these associations 
(about 56%) do not involve any female member. 
One third of these associations involve from I to 4 
female members. 

The studied WUA was formed through 
(ISIIMM) which started in May 2003 and to be 
ended' in April 2007.lts overall objective was to 
overcome current contradictions associated with 
local water management in Mediterranean catch
ments areas through innovative institutional and 
social solutions, based on an understanding of six 
axes; social, institutional, agricultural, historical, 
hydrological hydraulics and territorial. 

The ISlIMM target groups were: public au
thorities and rural municipalities, river-basin au
thorities, wr.te r u~er c'b3nizations, environment 
and development NGOs, local and regional devel
opment organizations. 

The main activities of ISlIMM were: tacili
tating coordination between water managers and 
other actors in each river basin, strengthening in
stitutional capacities and training in irrigation wa
ter management, promoting a better understanding 
of the key axes through project partners networks, 
identifying solutions to problems of water conflict, 

developing organization system of information 
and research of irrigation societies (OSIRIS) that 
will underpin the different axes of ISIIMM and 
exchanging information and know-how. 

3.3 6. Institutions 

There are several institutions that might pro
vide the needed support and back up to WUAs. 
The most important of these institutions are the 
following: five agricultural cooperatives, two local 
units (in Seila and Nasriya), one local council (in 
Seila), one village bank (in Fayoum), a water 
board (in Ousiya), one community development 
association (Seila) and one health unit (in Seila). 

4. Research Methodology 

In order to fulfill the previous objectives, vari
ous methods (qualitative and quantitative) and 
participatory tools were used whether in screening 
phase or characterization phase. 

In screening phase the following tools were 
used:-personal interviews, meetings, and in char
acterization phase: resource mapping, Venn dia
gram, seasonal and crop calendar, pair-wise rank
ing, semi-structured interview, and questionnaires 
with six farmers as case studies. 

5. Research Findings 
The research findings include findings from 

the two phases: screening and characterization 
phases. 

5. I. Findings of screening phase 

After exploring the situation of local groups 
and institutions in Egypt in the screening phase, it 
was found that the first Egyprian rural develop
ment movement started in - approximately - 1908 
by establishin~ the agriculture cooperatives and in 
1937 the Egyptian association for social studies 
was established. There are many governmental 
and non-governmental organizations in rural 
Egypt in general bunhe main organizations can be 
summarized as follows: educational organizations 
(schools), health organizations (rural health units), 
economic organizations with social frame (agricul
ture cooperatives), NGOs (community develop
ment associations "CDAs"), local management 
organizations (village local units). 

Fou: significant local groups (LGs) were ~. 

found: community development aSSOCIatIOns 
(CDAs), agriculture cooperatives (ACs), water 
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user associations (WUAs) and rotated association 
"Gam'iah" for saving money (a type of LGs but 
unofficially approved). These LGs matched to 
some extent with the specified selection criteria: 
engaged in agriculture and conservation of natural 
resources, fits with TEES test, has positive impact 
in improving people's livelihoods, fits with SA 
goals, consider gender and participatory issues and 
its relation with external institutions. 

There was no LG totally initiated by people, 
except "GaP.1';:th" ["I' ~:';ving money. And any 
other LG is mainly formed within a project or cer
tain governmental or non-governmental body or 
agency (national or international). 

After evaluating all four LGs, WUAs were se
lected as most of the selection criteria did fit with 
it, mainly depend on the participatory approach in 
implementation, operation and maintenance and 
also ensure sustainability. On the contrary, com
munity development associations (CDAs) are 
mainly not concerned with agriculture issues and 
rotated associations for saving money which nei
ther deal with agriculture nor with conservation 
technologies. 

Agriculture cooperatives (ACs) are economic 
and social units, that deal and work in the agricul
ture sector and with farmers, but their role is to 
provide agriculture inputs, cooperative marketing 
and provide loans to farmers, but they do not take 
into consideration conservation of natural re
sources, and moreover the participatory approach 
was not fully considered. 

CDAs deal with various issues that help to im
prove the local community and people's liveli
hoods; they target youth, women and men, besides 
they work in different fields such as health, envi
ronment and family. Both CDAs and ACs have 
positive impacts on local. community and also 
negative. The;i: relationships with other external· 
institutions exist, out the role of ACs weakened 
due to liberalization policies, although currentl:' 
they are trying to revitalize their role again. CDAs 
through various projects learn how to do fund rais
ing, submit proposals and networking also with 
other CDAs, as most projects focus on capacity 
building of such associations, though their role is 
eCiilanced and becoming stronger than before, but 
they cannot yet affect existing policies. 

Therefore, WUAs were selected as they fit 
with TEES test: technically was appropriate as 
now farmers use padded irrigation canals that en
sure no waste in irrigation water, also to distribute 
water on equal bases and no leaking, so it is envi-· 
ronmentally efficient, economically viable, as 

farmers do not pay any fees except what they pay 
for maintenance and was socially acceptable ~ince 
farmers who suffered from conflicts because of 
irrigation priorities, violations regarding the vents 
or path ways were main problems, have better 
situation now and farmers accepted it, but sti II 
WUA need more legitimacy and more interaction 
with other farmers. 

5.2. Findings of characterization phase 

In general, members of WUA in studied area 
indicated that, "Seila" AI-Sharqi canal, have no 
houses around it except very few ones. Mutarfa 
system was established from a long time in farm
ing and irrigation in Fayoum governorate, but 
there are some differences in its application among 
different areas. Farmers now cultivate rice, al
though it needs great amount of water, but its price 
is high so they continue on cultivating it. Besides, 
water is available to them after the implemented 
improvement irrigation projects. Almost all agri
culture activities in Fayoum in general and Seila in 
particular, are carried out by men, no women are 
involved due to the prevailing traditions and cus
toms. Even if women inherit lands, they normally 
hire labors to cultivate their lands, but actually 
there are women who work in agricultural activity. 
There was a problem regarding a watermill across 
the Seila canal which was affecting water stability, 
as the owners controlled all distributive vents, so 
farmers and irrigation department agreed upon 
transferring the mill vents to a weir .."Haddar", but 
mill owners filed a case to stop that, claiming that 
this mill is a monument and irrigation insisted on 
the technical importance of such transformation 
and still the problem is in court. . 

The following findings we.rerevealed through 
participatory methods and tools used with 
members of WUA in Seila AI-Sharqi canal: 

'" 
A. Resources 

• The following resources and infrastructure were 
shown by using resource mapping tool: 

a. Local unit, health unit, veterinary unit. 
b.	 Azhar elementary school, Azhar preparatory 

school (boys), Azhar preparatory school 
(girls), Seila girls institute (KG, elementary, 
preparatory and secondary) - under construc
tion, Seila elementary school, Seila preparatory 
school, secondary school, girls friendly school 
(Sadikat AI-Fataiat). . 
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c.	 Youth center, agriculture cooperative, commu • Wheat: land preparation starts in October,
 
nity development association (CDA), Seila growth period last for about 6 months fmm
 
Coptic association, social unit. November to April, needs 6 times irrigation
 

d.	 Seila maintenance center for covered drainage, and one before cultivation, harvesting in May. 
fire unit, ration office, post office, 7 animal The average productivity per feddan is about 
wealth associations, 12 Masjid (mosque), 3 15 "ardab"; government pays L. E. 175 for 152 
bakeries (traditional "balady" bread), 3 baker kg, but for merchant about L.E. 190 for 172 
ies (wh itc "utrangee" bread and other prod kg. 
ucts). r~pair workshop (youth graduates), floor • Clover "berseem": land preparation starts in 
tiles fiu.:tory, gas stallon and 7 pharmacies. August, growth period last for about 9 months 

e.	 Water resources' for irrigation; Seila AI-Sharqi trom Sept. to May, needs 13 times irrigation. 
canal tBahr) takmg from-. main Seila canal harvesting in June. The prices is about L. E 
"Wahba" c;lna! - ~ "Yusut" canal---+"Ibra 2500 and clover gives many numbers of har

.'\himiah" canal---+ River Nile (Assuit). vests plus the last one and it is cultivated (or 
f. Agriculture drainage water is used via two the two seasons; summer starts from May to 

pumping stations located on agriculture drain August, winter from September to April.
 
ages, which go to the canal. • Sugar beet: land preparation starts in August.
 

g. Drinking water resources: "Al-Azab" water growth period last for about 7 months from 
pumping station taking from "Yusuf" canal September to February it depends on when cul

(bahr). tivation started as in general its growth period
 

h.	 Drainages: Seila surface drainage and covered is auout 210 days and then~ is an early cultiva
drainage. • tion which takes place in 15 1h of September, 

i.	 Seila canal (bahr) has 7 vents: "khor al-feque, needs 6 times irrigation, harvesting in March. 
balsha, abdel aal, menissa, sharq aI-bah1', • Colton: land preparation starts ill February,
khalifa" and end vent with a mixture canal for .' ,growth period lasts for about 6 months from
 
irrigation water with agriculture drainage water
 March to August, needs 10 times irrigation.
 
areas of each vent.
 harvesting in Sept. The average productivity
 

per feddan is about 7 "kentar" for 157.5 kg

Results also revealed that SeiJa canal in the
 weight with L.E. 500-550, government pay 

past was called "Khabeeth" bahr and drinking wa same as private dealers but companIes pay all 
ter'resources before 1952 was the west Seila canal at once, but government pay in installments 
"Seila AL-Gharby" which was called women's one L.E. 400 in advance and second at end of 
canal (bahr) "Nesswan" as women used to gather the seasons and according to Bursa prices. 
every day there to wash their cloths and kitchen •	 Rice: land preparation starts in May, growth
stuff and personal conversations took place. period last for about 4.5 months from mid May

The inhabited residential areas are located at to September, needs 20 times irrigation but 
the south west of the canal, which includes all rice needs water all the time, harvesting in Oc
previous reSources. There are shops and a market tober. The average productivity per feddan is 
held every Wednesday selling everything, vegeta about 3 "tons", with prices'ofabout L.E. 1000 
bles, fruits, cloths etc., and roads inside the village . per ton. They cultivate rice because water kvel 
are not paved, bu:>es with cement is everywhere, . increased and it is protitable. . 
sanitation is in some cases drained in canals mixed •	 Maize: lanl'preparation starts in April, gro\\1h 
with clean water which ends to the fields and to period last for about 3 months from May to
human. July, needs 6 times irrigation, the crop has 2 ,,cultivation seasons as its growth period is short 
B. Crops and seasons (90 days), harvesting in August. The average
 

productivity per feddan is about 10 "ardab",
 
The seasonal and crop calendar showed that
 with L.E.150 for 142 and 162 weights.

mainly two main cultivation seasons exist: sum
mer and winter. The main crops are: wheat, clover They mentioned that winter season needs less 
"berseem", sugar beet, cotton, maize and rice the irrigation than summer, and for about 5 months 

-'\ ..following shows for each crop its land preparation the water becomes less. They calculate each ones 
period, growth period, no. of irrigations needed, allocation from irrigation water according to this 
harvesting, productivity and prices: formula: 
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Average irrigation water needed for each fed
dan = vent served area by feddans / weekly hours 
"this is called "Menaeluba system" and is used 
from a long time. 

They ,mentioned that sugar beet needs Jess ir
rigation water, on contrary wheat, as the land in 
wheat is flat though absorbs more water, but in 
beet it is in lines so takes less water. They added 
that profits from sugar beet is higher than wheat 
and that will cause problems in future, as farmers 
will stop wheat cultivation and go for sugar beet, 
this will deeply affect animal wealth as wheat 
residues are used as fodders and also it represent 
an important food for human beings (a strategic 
crop), plus new G.ATT polices will affect these 
farmers and new policies should be formed. 

C. Institutional profile 

The following external institutions deal with 
WUA in "Seila AI-Sharqi" but the type of rela

./'-----~,~, 

Dutch
 

1 
1 Project
 
/ / 

Agriculture 
cooperative 

tionship differs from one to another: Irrigation 
engineering, drainage engineering, agriculture 
cooperative, village bank, local unit, community 
development association (CDA), JSJlMM project, 
Dutch project, and general department for water 
steering (counsel). 

The following Venn diagram (Figure J) shows 
that relationship is very strong between WUA and 
irrigation & drainage department and water steer
ing department, medium relationship betWeen 
WUA and agriculture cooperative was found, as 
for the village bank, relationship is far. But small 
interaction exists with the local unit; due to the 
improved legal status 'of WUA and also because 
the association is newly formed and yet they didn't 
face problems directly related to local unit. A 
strong relationship was found with CDA and 
ISIMM projeot. As for the Dutch project, this is 
still in process, so their relationship with it 's not 
yet shaped. 

\, 
~ 

' ViI,lage'

/ ':J 

Drainage" \ 

,E,.n,_gineering_")', 

~ 

Figure I. Venn diagram
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with such crucial issues so they start to out their 
disagreement aside for a while. 

Through a semi-structured interview with 
WUA members, it was indicated that the studied 
WUA was formed in 2004 through ISIIMM, 
members are formed from head of WUA, deputy, 
secretary, treasurer, maintenance and repair mem
ber and 4 members, and ISIlMM formed 8 WUA. 
Beneficiaries from each vent are determined then 
one representative from each vent (each vent serve 
about 100 feddans) is chosen through elections 
and some uncontested. The no. of vents are 7 and 
the end vent have 4 representatives as it serve an 
area of about 356 feddans, though representatives 
from each vent are determined according to the 
served area and some vents are considered one 
vent due to small served area, so the total number 
are I I representatives. 

Roles of WUA: meetings monthly to discuss 
problems and needs, repairing vents, eliminating 
any VIOlations on the canal, monitoring the 
dredger, but they mentioned that they want to be 
previously informed when it will come for clean
ing so they can follow it and finally addressing 
their problems to irrigation authorities, but they 
want to be able to address all rek'vant partners 
such as agricultural department, local unit, gover
norate office and others. Then each member in the 
board has certain role as follows: 

The head of WUA role: to colleet all prob
lems and needs, solve with other members or by 
him some of them and others are submitted to au
thorities to solve them. 

The WUA secretary plays the following 
roles: determine the regular l1)eetings, inviting 
WUA members for the month'lymeeting, deter
mine existing problems on the canal, documenta
tion. '" 

The person responsible of maintenance, 
monitor what happens,on the canal and inform the 
members about it and if any violations took place, 

,
The members mentioned that they faced " 

some problems before implementing the pro
ject as follows: both sides of the canal path ways 
were eroded, the water mill problem, violations on 
the path way by farmers, broken vents, instability 
of irrigation water, rice areas were undetermined, 

D. Problems 

The following problems were addressed by 
members of WUA and were ranked as shown in 
the pair-wise ranking matrix (Table 1): 
I.	 The weak legal status to empower WUA role 

that would give them legitimacy to solve any 
problems and address any authorities. 

2.	 Training on irrigation management. 
3.	 Incomplete relationship between WUA and 

irrigation authorities. 
4.	 Continuous instability in water level. 
5.	 No financial resources available, which hin

ders the WUA from going on with their roles. 
6.	 The WUA meetings agenda and what they 

reach is not fulfilled. 
7.	 The responsible person of canal (monitoring 

any violations by farmers, observing water 
level, ticket fines for such violations) work 
without WUA. 

8.	 Winter block of water is irregular (opening and 
closing times). 

Table 1. Pair-wise ranking matrix indicating 
the problems 

Score 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

o 

Probh:ms 

J 

The most important needs of WUA are formed 
from the first four previously mentioned problems, 
but they illustrate mostly on having the legal status 
and training issues through ISIMM project as they 
demanded to be extended. 

They indicated that water is valuable to them 
and sometim,:,s so~ia! pioiJlems lead to technical 
problems, for instance when a married women 
have inheritance from her family, and family don't 
want to give her that inheritance then her husband 
family start contlie,;' with them and in order to 
hurt them they use irrigation water as a contlict 
base by breaking vents, manipulating their water 
share and so on. But they said due to water p~ob
lems in the area, people now are more concerned 

Rank 

2 

3 

4 

7 

5 

6 

8 
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pumping water by machines without any rights, 
which affect other farmers. 

These problems still exist, but through WUA 
and irrigation dept. some of these problems were 
solved and is less now and other problems need to 
be solved. 

The main activities of the village: agriculture, 
animal breeding and commerce, they mentioned 
that March and April there is no activities in them 
and income becomes less. 

It was indicated that animal wealth is threat
ened as imported breeds affect the local ones and 
now new diseases merged they didn't hear about it 
before and they require to encourage the local 
breeds as it can cover the local needs and also to 
find a solution for high prices of fodders. 

In addition, one six (1/6) of areas are fallow 
lands, about 120 feddans due to unavailability of 
irrigation water especially in summer season. 

The most crucial problem they are suffering 
from is cultivation of the right side (40 km) of the 
mountain in F::yo'Jm, ~~ ~hese lands were sold to 
some people (army and police associations, busi
ness men and actors) and were reclaimed but on 
the water taken from "Wahba" main canal through 
pumping motors and they fulfill all their irrigation 
needs by this way and this of course affect the 
farmers need on the other side, as they suffer from 
Jack of irrigation water, instability and that's why 
they mix irrigation water with agricultural drain
age water (through irrigation authorities) and no 
matter they complained about this situation noth
ing is done, as they mentioned that these people 
are wealthy and have strong relationships with 
authorities. 

Accordingly, another problem merged from 
this mixture and which sometimes is mixed with 
sanitation water, kinds of snails and worms ap" 
peared in water and in some plants (clover) so they 
are worried a lot about it because they will affect 
their plants and will cause health problems. Also 
salinity increased and some unusual weeds ap
peared in their lands. They also mentioned that 
ISIIMM truly helped them as for the first time 
they were able to sit together and discuss their 
problems and seek solutions for it, besides now 
poor farmers can sit together with big farmers 
equally with no class differentiation, so that's why 
they want the project to be extended and they feel 
that other proj~':Ls used to give them money with
out feeling this strong relationship with their per
sonnel and they felt the project impact on them. 
Another point raised by them that also for first 

time the project tet them meet people working in 
irrigation dept. (engineer, head of the dept. ... etc.), 
as they didn't know them before. 

The following findings were revealed from per
sonal interview questionnaire with six farmers 
not members of WUA as case studies: 

Farmers' general knowledge about the project 
was to some extent good but they need more 
awareness and have relationship with WUA. They 
indicated that the project started from 3 years and 
achieved the following: right path way was re
paired, canal sides were padded which resulted in 
preserving irrigation water, repairing broken vents, 
formed WUA on the canal, members were elected 
from farmers in order to solve canal problems 
among farmers, regulating irrigation through de
creasing water in one vent and increasing it in 
another and finally problems found its way to au
thorities. 

Cen'eral information about the interviewed 
farmers: 
•	 Age: between 35-55 years (average age = 

44.8) 
•	 Experience in agriculture work (years): be

tween 28-45 years (average= 34.6%) 
•	 Location on "mesqa": along the canal (be

ginning, middle and end) 
•	 Most farmers indicated that the project was 

good about 66.6% (4 of 6 farmers) 
•	 Five farmers indicated their satisfaction upon 

WUA performance about 83.3% (50f6). 
•	 As for the relationship between the WUA and 

others, 3 farmers (50%) indicated that such re
lation exists, 2 (33.3%) don't know and one 
said no (16.6%). 

•	 As for future strong representation of WUA, 4 
(66.6%) indicated its possibility and 2 (33.3%) 
don't know. In regard of the effect of the pro
ject on cropping patterns, 5 (83.3%) said yes 
and one (16.6%) don't know. 

•	 As for increased income and farmers' liveli
hoods because of the project, 4 (66.6%) said 
yes and 2 (33.3%) don't know. The Size of 
land ownership: varied from 2 to 19 feddans 
1110st of them owned, except one has part 
owned and other shared, 48.62 feddans owned 
and 3 feddans shared. 

, Tile following problems faced them prior to 
the project: most irrigation water outflow in Seila 
main canal due to no supportive walls exists, path 
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way on the left side of canal needed repair, broken 
vents, irregular cleaning of canals, collapse of 
viaduct on canal banks, weak and unstable irriga
tion water level, irregular winter blockage time, 
breach cultivation of rice, violations over canal 
pathways, irrigation department did not pay atten
tion to covering canal sides, canals polluted with 
sanitation drainage, the water mi.ll problem. 

So, problems prior and after the project still 
eXIst, and match to some extent with problems 
mentioned by members of WUA, although some 
of these problems were solved by the project, but 
still others need to be solved. For instance the two 
canal pathways were totally unsuitable for use, the 
right side was repaired by the project in collabora
tion with irrigation department but the left side 
needs to be repaired. 

Roles ofWUA 

They indicated the following roles played by 
WUA: report.and contact authorities about prob
lems and seek solutions, limiting violations, 
awareness of water importance and equal distribu
tion among farmers, demanding canals rights, re
port about broken vents and solve it, social prob
lems related to irrigation are solved by WUA. 

So there are quite similar to the roles men
tioned by members of WUA, which reflect high 
awareness of the interviewed farmers. 

Formation of WUA 

Elections on each vent (according to served 
area) member's representatives are elected, and 
then board members for canal are chosen from 
them. WUA meet on monthly bases. 

In regard of operation and maintenance 
mechanisms, its worthwhile mentioning that the 
studied WUA is still newly formed, so such opera
tions are not done by them yet like other WUAs, 
but it's done by irrigation department at canal 
level, but as for field ditches" mesqa" it's done by 
farmers along with agri~u!tljre department, some 
other cleaning are done by farmers. 

The dredger is sent by irrigation department in 
collaboration with WUA, when part of the canal 
sides collapse to dig the canal and cleaning proc
ess, also responsible about any establishments on 
the canal and repairing broken vents, it was re
vealed that farmers do mixing irrigation water 
with drainage water. 

In regard of management of WUA and 
farmers they mentioned that it include: collec
tion of money from farmers (but still under proc

·ess with studied WUA), meetings once a month to 
discuss and solve problems, each family whether 
on the canal or vent has a representative, and they 
bring the dredger together to clean, WUA and 
farmers on "mesqa" do management issues to
gether, address relevant authorities to solve some 
problems. But they still lack training on manage
ment issues. 

In regard of satisfaction upon WUA per
formance, farmers indicated that due to newly 
established WUA they generally satisfied about 
their work but ind icated that sti II more is needed 
and added that WUA in collaboration with 
ISIIMM and irrigation department achieved the 
following: number of problems was solved, wm
mer fallow areas decreased from 50% to about 
20%, demanding for farmers' rights, farmers know 
now Seila irrigation engineer and irrigation au
thorities, water level increased, problems among 
farmers and violations were decreased. 

Problems facing WUA now: no financial re
sources, weak linkage between WUP.. and some 
farmers' beneficiaries, strengthening the re lation
ship among WUA members, no legal status for 
WUA, weak connections with other authorities, 
some scheduled processes are nol fulfilled. 

Their future perspectives towards WUA 
was to: strengthen communication.~nd interaction 
with farmers, strengthen the relationship between 
WUA and authorities, some members need to be 
changed, invite authorities from agriculture and 
health departments to discuss problems, availabil
ity of financial resources to solve little problems, 
awareness campaigns for fan:nf(fs. 

Though, they suggested the following in order 
tb have a strong representation of WUA: meetings 
should be on 'regular bases, determination of pub
lic problems, new ideas to be disseminated and 
exchange experiences within and out their gover
norate, regular meetings with relevant authorities, 
collect subscriptions from. farmers to use it in ca
nal maintenance, declaration of the WUA and 
forming its legal status, training WUA members, 
farmers participation with WUA to solve prob
lems. 

Though, the project (as an external institution) 
changed to some extent cropping patterns and 
farmers income, as feddan productivity improved, 
irrigation water increased, though fallow lands 
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were cultivated and productivity increased, some 
areas started to cultivate rice after stability of wa
ter level, as they didn't cultivate it before due to 
lack of irrigation water, besides new crops such as 
sugar beet were cultivated. 

The farmers suggested the following to en
sure WUA sustainability after project ends: 
increase awareness among farmers, enhancing 
farmers' capabilities to solve their own problems 
amicably, existence of a well-known office or lo
cation for WUA, strengthening the relationship 
among WUA members, spirit of patience and not 
to give up to be ruled, changing some inactive 
members, provide the legal status, farmers' par
ticipation in maintenance, solve the mixture of 
irrigation water, drainage and sanitation. 

6. Conclusion and recommendations 

It is important to enhance the role of such local 
groups and institutions through studying, analyz
ing and evaluating their roles and approaches in 
regard of SA, its impact on peoples' livelihoods, 
and how to strengthen their relationship with other 
external institutions and create a effective network 
among them in order to play an important role in 
forming local and national policies. This was what 
the research tried to achieve. 

It was re;-ealed t!'!~t using partiCipatory ap
proach in improving water resources management 
is vital, as more people became aware of their 
situation and seek improvement of their liveli
hoods. They become more involved in community 
action and welling to exert more effortS to be part 
of the decision making 'process and affect formed 
policies. But' in order to fulfill that, support by 
government and other relevant personnel should 
be provided. This support should be within an 
appropriate legal and institutional context, which 
was revealed from the research' findings, to' help 
these local associations to ensure its ~ustainability 
and effectively perform their roles towards their 
community. In addition, ttier~ is an esse'ntiaJ"need 
of capacity building to members"of WUA to in
crease their knowledge and upgrade their skills in 
areas related to water management and conserva
tion of natural resources moreover how to improve 
their livelihoods and participate in decision' mak
ing process and forming' 'tefevant po'licies. 
Empowerment of farrnersand' partnership and 
strong linkages between WUA and 'external 
institutions is vitaL' " • . ;. 

Beside developing the legislative context for 
functions and activities of such associations and 
setting the needed criteria for responsibility and 
accountability in water management, particularly 
in cases of violating water management regula
tions and measures. 

Finally, it is important to involve local NGOs, 
representing different stakeholders in utilization of 
water resources and in irrigation water manage
ment as a whole. 
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